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D~Voy Wins Moot Court Competition \ 
John Mendenhall 
Finalist 
Michael Dunlavey 
Best Speaker 
. 
Jim DeVoy has been declared the that a freshman team has made the finals. preparation. Mr. DeVoy was the only 
winner of the I972 Charles S. Desmond one-man team in the competition and 
Moot Court Competition after a week of BEST ORALIST & BRIEF consequently began with the disadvantage 
strongly contested battle . He narrowly At the Moot Court Banquet held the or having to do all the research alone . 
defeated Benja min ldziak and John evening of the .competit ion, Michael Messrs. Mendenhall and Idziak showed 
Mendenhall on Sat. Dec. 2, before the Donlavey was declared "Best Oralist " in unu sual competence in 'ma stering 
th ree-j udge panel of Chief Justice the Competition and plaqueswcre also complicated legal issues, especially in view 
Desmond, Justice Moule and Justice Marsh. awarded to Timothy Toohey and Thomas of their not having finished one semester of 
Announcing the results, Chief Justice Mullaney for "Best Brief." All th ree juniors law school before the competition. Of the 
Desmond complimented the finalists, were semi-finalists in the competition, also. three finalists, only Mr. Mendenhall has 
stating that they showed "an ability to Twelve teams originally entered the previous speaking experience - and that in 
organize, express yourselves and a maturi ty competition and ten were eliminated in high school. 
and se lf-confidence." three rounds of argument. All teams 
· Under the impression that the finalists prepared briefs and later argued ' hem Mr. DeVoy is a grad uate of the Buffalo 
were seniors , Justice Marsh noted' that "We before three-judge panels. Each team chose public schools and the U.B. undergraduate 
thought it strange that third year law either the petitioner or the respondent to school. After graduation , he served as a 
students could make better arguments than - write the brief for, but in the oral medic before coming to law school. Mr. 
many experienced practitioners." Learning argu ment,were required to be ab le to argue , ldziak , graduated from U.B. undergraduate 
that Mr . DeVoywas a junior and Mr . ldziak either side. school also, in I970 with a degree in 
and Mr. Mendenhall freshmen , Chier The problem itself included questions Chemi s tr y. Mr. Mendenhall attended 
Ju stice De.smond s toled that their o f ev idence , co ntract s, age ncy, , Georgetown University in Washington D.C . 
performances were "not only admirable constitutional law, civil procedure and before coming to U.B. Law.' 
but as tonishing!" conmc1s of law. All-round knowledge, The Competition genera ted a great dea l 
Levi 
James DeVoy Emphasizing the quality of Mssrs. ability to think on one 's feet , preparat ion of excitement and int erest about 1he law 
Mendenhall and ldziak's performance, and speaking abili ty were mirrored in the sc hoo l . Base d on the results of it , 
1972 Charles S. Desmond Moot Peter E. Clark , Chairman of the Moot final result s. announcements of the names of candidates 
Cou rt Board , later no ted that this is the All of the winners demonstrated the fo r 1he 1972- 73 Moo, Court Board will beCourt Competition Victor 
first time in the seven-year competit ion results of hard work and remarkable made late r this week . 
'-
Tabachnick: Teachers' Right To Strike 
by Dianne Graebner steps in the statute's negotia tion were reminded throughout their a nd Hawaii - allow public 
"Why would 399 people with process are : I ) mediation by an negotiations that the board of employes 16 strike when health and 
a bsolutely no background of impartial person ; 2) fact-finding by educa tion awaited them in the end. safe ty arc not endangered. The 
conflict stay out on strike under an impartial board or -person; and The contract offered the argumen t of endangering persons 
threat of fine and imprisonment?" 3) a legislative hearing. ·teachers by the board early this was brought up by the board's 
The Jan,estown teachers, who If either side rejects part o r all of year was described by the speaker lawyer in an attempt to increase 
violated the state's Taylor Law by the fact-finder's recommendations, as "a declaration of war." It severity of se nt ences , Mr. 
striking. last month , are a "live the legis lative hearing is held in a "gu tted" all previous agreements Tabachnick sa id . His answer was 
example/' said their counsel, "show cause" atmosphere. The by dropping such items as annual "society won 't halt because 
Manny Tabachnick, of the aefects legislative · body in disputes increments, s tat eme nt s of children aren' t going to school. 
in the state Jaw which prohibits between school teachers and academic freedom, statement of They have make-up days. W~re 
strikes by public employees." boards of education, said Mr. class size and allowing teachers they endangered in July and 
The Taylor Law , said Mr. Tabachnick, adding, ''some people "some inputtt on textbook and August? on weekends?" And 
Tabachnick, a I970 UB Law don't believe this," is the board of curriculum decisions. In addition, economically, •he asserted, it is 
School graduate, has "trappings to education, .. which has a right thC board of education in cheaper for a school to have st rike 
make people think they 're under the law to impose a Jamestown, said Mr. Tabachnick, days. 
bargaining collectively ." Major contract." • Jamestown teachers "wasn't pleading poverty ." " The beauty of collec tive 
Jamestown teachers, in their bargaining," said Mr. Tabachnick, 
strike of two weeks and one day , who was an int ernationa l 
defied a temporary restraining representative of the U.A,W. for 13 
order and a temporary injunction . years, "is that the overhanging Butfomant• 
There was only one defection from concern of a strike" causes both charges for strikes are allowed 
the 399. (Only 34 teachers chose p a rti es to realize it 's most private employees but not public 
not to st rike originally .) '1'hey economical to agree. The civil ones. The community, parents and 
were faced," said the speaker, rights and anti-war issues of the students "backed these teachers" 
'"with the majesty of the Law." past years have " taken away the and they no doubt would not have 
' 'What the Jaw really did ," he concept of sovereignty," he noted. lost a jury trial. 
said, '"was take 399 people and "Strike is a method of persuasion!' Commenting ,on compulsory 
make them criminals," although Other ramifications of public arbitration, Mr. Tabachnick said it 
contempt citations were imposed employee bargaining were brought doesn't stop strikes and, unlike 
only on four of them. The judge, he oulin a question and answer period collective bargaining, it does not 
noted, did not agree with this following the speech . Review of end in consent. 
interpretation of the situation . She laws such as New York's Taylor Manny Tabachnick, who is now 
asserted the teachers were being Law have been lost on First counsel for the New. York State 
sentenced under judiciary, not Amendment grQunds, said Mr. United Teacher's Union, a 
criminal Jaw , although jail Tabachnick, and the Supreme combination o f the NYSTA and 
sentences could be imposed. Court has refused to review the AFT, was sponsored by the 
Only two states - Pennsylvania cases. Also. jury trial on contefflpt Distinguished Visitors Forum. 
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December 7, 1972page two THE OPINION 
office, CAS rejected the donation, but not 
groups and he has none with the trial 
no special relationship with any of these 
until it had previously attempted to have 
ATLA shift the donation to the Center for lawyers. 
Fact 4 - Finally, Mr. Matsch ignored 
To The Editor Concerned Engineering, anpther Nader 
did offer the Center for Auto Safety a the final apology by the editors of The groupie outfit. (The CCE, which shares anII.au On .Ataucla SI 0,000 contribution. However the money New Republic on page 33 of the office with CAS In downtown Washington, 
also rejected the donation on August 28,To the Editor: _ was refused. Mr. Matsch ignores that fact September 23rd issue when they stated "in 
even though ATLA had never offered it toThe column "Right On" by Mr. Otto even though every single article In all four her original article Ms. Young did not state 
Matsch in the November 2 issue of The issues of The New Republic acknowledges nor should it properly be inferred that CCE.) Thus, Mr. Ross' allegation that "all 
Opinion concerns ; number of serious that to be the case. Ra lph Nader' s position on no-fault four issues" of TNR involved in the debate 
"acknowledged" that the donation to CAS 
was refused is clearly erroneous, since theinaccuracies in the section entitled .. Ralph Fact 2 - The Center for Auto Safety is 
insurance had been determined by a grant 
The Pure Sells Out." Normally I would not not a Nader group. Mr. Matsch chooses to solicited by the Center for Auto Safety" first article was published before thetake time time to rebut charges of this sort. ingore tttis even though this too was [emphasis added] . 
money was rejected, a point which evenBut the tone of the article is so offensive brought out repeatedly in The New Despite this, Mr. Matsch not only infers 
·and the facts are so misrepresented that Republic articles. The Center is run by Mr . the contrary but baldly states what he m} learned, charming and short editor 
one can only conclude that Mr. Matsch Lowell Dodge who has worked as an ally of must know to be an untruth . ag rees with. I urge anyone· who is 
deliberately attempted to misinform but not as an employee of Mr. Nader. In I hope that in the future the editors of interested to read Mr. Eliot Marshall's 
readers of The Opinion. the September 16th issue, Mr. Dodge states The Opinion will be more wary about the account of the chronology of the whole 
Here are the facts. The controversy that one of the conditions of the grant columns they accept and demand a higher sordid affair in the September 9 issue of 
over Nader's relationship to the American which he solicited but later refused was standard of journalistic integrify from thei r TNR . In any case, I apologize to Mr. Ross 
Trial Lawyers erupted in the September uthat a grant to the Center was not a grant columnists. for not having read all subsequent issues of 
2nd issue of The New Republic and the to Nader." Sincerely, TNR after September 2 before writing my 
debate continued in the September 9th. Fact 3 - Mr. Matsch is correct when he Donald K. R oss article - I should have known there would 
16th and 23rd issues of the same magazine. states that Mr. Nader has requested trial be letters from angry Naderites to the 
Anyone interested in reading all sides of lawyers among others to do more public editors. 
the dispute can read the articles and letters interest work and to donate money to Fact 2 - Despite Mr . Ross' allegations 
to the editor in those four issues. However, public interest law firms. But he has made that I ignored the claim that CAS is not a 
in the course of the debate several clear that same request dozens of times in To the Editor: Nader group, I did not ignore it. I said 
facts emerged which Mr. Matsch chose to spee ches to Ba r Assoc iations, legal Since Mr . Ross has been considerate specifically that it was, and I repeat that 
ignore. conventions and law schools all across the enough to write us expressing his concern assertion. Mr. Ross is correct only when he 
Fact I - The American Trial Lawyers country during the past five years. He has over the rapidly deteriorat ing journalistic says this charge was brought out repeatedly 
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by Otto Malsch 
standards of The Opinion I feel he deserves in the articles. I refer interested readers 
a prompt reply. I will be brief, merely again to Mr. Marshall's article, in· which he 
pointing o ut that only one of the says in part : "Members of Nader-founded 
paragraphs he has labeled ufact" is true, organizations have praised the 
although the rest are half-truths. Here are administrative flexibility they enjoy under 
the facts : Nader's ·employ, but they are permitted to 
Fact I - the Article from which I begin investigations or publicize their work 
derived. my information was "A Chink in without Nader's prior approval. To say that 
Nader's Armor?" by Mrs. Leah Young, Nader has no legal control over the 
appearing in the September 2 issue of The finances of the Center for Auto Safety, or 
New Republic. On July 27 Mr. Lowell any of the centers he has founded, is to 
Dodge, director of Nader's Center for Auto ignore the real power he does have." Mr. 
Safety, appeared before the ATLA Marshall's dissection of the claim that CAS 
convention in St. Louis to solicit funds for is independent is thorough and devastating. 
CAS. The ATLA voted to donate $ I 0,000 Sorry, Mr. Ross, the statement stands, and 
and pledged another $ I0,000. On August your " Fact" 2 does not. 
25 th~ September 2 issue of TNR was Fact 3 - Mr. Ross is correct when he 
published, including Mrs. Young's article , said I am correct. Congratulations, Mr. 
y,herein she accused Nader of "ducking" Ross. That 's one out of three so far. 
no-fault , citing the donation from ATLA Fact 4 - What Mr. Ross . calls an 
and denouncing ATLA in scatological apology is hardly that. In a letter to the 
terms. On August 28 , according to Prof. editor in the September 9 issue Mrs. Young 
William Schwartz of ATLA •s Cambridge Continued on page 3 
East-West Trade Bill which would prevent the granting of 
those with no relatives outside the Iron Curtain are 
only legal grounds for emigration are to join relatives -
Most Favored Nation status or granting of any financial aid 
RALPH MAKES GOOD from any U.S. credit extension program (primarily the 
In 1970 Ralph Nader f1led a complaint with the Civil automatically excluded . Unofficial harassment of an Export-Import Bank) to any country that did not allow its 
Aeronautic s Board and the F ederal Aviation applicant includes being spurned by neighbors , denounced citizens the right to freely emigrate. His amendment has 
Administration demanding that smokers be segregatCd as a traitor by his worker's council, and usually being fired been co-sponsored by 70 senators, including such liberals 
from non-smokers on airplanes on ihe grounds that or at least demoted. Another trick is to call up a young as Javits. 
smoking constituted a fire hazard and a health hazard . man for his compulsory military training (no conscientious One spur to Jackson has been the treatment of the 
Now, after lurching through their bureaucratic rigamarole objection accepted) after which he is ineligible to leave for two years . Kremlin of Soviet Jews who want to go to Israel. Because for two years the. agencies have finally hand.ed down so me Other communist regimes have similar policies. Legal of extensive pressure by Jews both inside and outside of 
rulings. The FAA said smoking did not constitute a fire 
emigration is difficult, lengthy, rare and expensive. Escape Russia, and because of the unfavorable publicity caused by hazard , and both the FAA and the CAB were too cowardly is treasonous and hazardous. For example, East Germany this , the Kremlin has allowed increased numbers to to rule that it consti tuted a health hazard. However, on the is extending its Berlin Wall to include the entire border emigrate. In the first nine months of 1972 some 22,000basis of a survey finding that most non-smokers were 
with West Germany - a "death strip" 500 meters deep is were allowed to leave , compared to 17,000 for all o( 1971. 
annoyed by smoke , airlines have been ordered to provide being constructed , replete with 15 -meter machine-gun Another 400,000 have applied to leave. This shows that 
separate usmoking" sections for nicotine fiends. towers, land mines, concrete walls with shrapnel devices on the Kremlin can be made to change its horrendous policies It would be a good idea to incorporate the them, and a new invention , .. mad dog runs." In places that when enough pressure is put on it. The Jackson Nader-inspired ruling at our very own Palace of Juridical 
are difficult to keep under surveillance dogs are kept on Amendment would apply to any country , and will allow Wisdom on Eagle Street. Non-smokers would be inside and long leashes, which in turn are attached with a ring to a non-Jews to get out of Russia as weU (last year less than 
smoker.. segregated to the outside. 
cable about 50 meters long. The dogs can run the length of 300 were able to leave). The only question we have to ask 
the cable and are trained to attack and kill anyone ourselves before the Amendment is passed is whether the 
RUSSIA'S NIGGERS - EVERYONE attempting to get by. (This is the twentieth century, free world can accommodate a sudden Influx pf 300 
The Kremlin regime will go to extreme lengths to honest.) Photographs of the dogs attacking " traitors" have million refugees. 
keep control of its subjects. The country has an internal been taken by NATO officials, but release of the photos 
passport system used to restrict free travel. The borders are has been blocked by the West German foreign office with VIET CONG LIBERATE VILLAGE 
guarded by the KGB, the Russian versioh of the Gestapo. support of the White House. (Hurray for Willi Brandt's In the early morning hours of October 6 the Viet 
Under the travesty that the Kremlin passes off as a "legal successful Ostpolitik!) Incidents of refugees being Cong inOltrated into the Happy Haven Leprqsarium at 
system", attempted escape from the country is defined as murdered by communist guards while attempting to escape Crescent Beach, South Viet Nam. They blew up the 
treason, an offense punishable by execution by shooting. to civilization from Hungary, East Germany and generator and five duplex houses which quartered some of 
The Kremlin wiU even resort to piracy to regain these Czechoslovakia arc legion. . the lepers , the TB ward and the dispensary, and then the 
"traitors" - on September 8 a Danish fishing vessel, the The United States has suddenly found itself in a school. Missionary Gordon Smith dcscribea it as a "pitiful 
Windy Luck, rescued a man in a small motorboat who said position to influence communist regimes to ease up on sight. Many of the patients were there. On the ground the 
he was trying to reach political asylum iii Sweden . Half an their oppressive emigration policies. The communists are wounded were lying on a few strctchc,s or bloody 
hour later they were stopped by a Russian gunboat. The desperate for American trade - they need the agricultural mattresses ... Most of them were already badly mutilated 
Russians trained their guns on the fishing boat, boarded it and manufactured good.s that their backward, reactionary, with their leprosy, but now they looked terrible in their 
,and kidmpped the refugee at gunpoint. This Incident of socialist economies cannot provide. To communist regimes misery." 
piracy took place In International waters off the Swedish trade is not economic, it is political. The U.S. should Writing in the· New York Tlmu Pulitzer 
llland ofGotland. exploit this attlfudc and insist that the communists pay in Prize-winning author Seymour Hersh compared the 
On August 14 the Soviet Council of Ministers political concessions - If they want our wheat they can incident with the American bombing of another 
rubber•tarnped a decree previously approved by the lcprosarium. He concluded that the difference was that the start scrapping their ICBM's and nuclear subs, cut off aid 
Ptesldlum, a decree lrnposma an cmil(l'atlon tax ranging Americans did It accidentally, but the Viet Cong did It as ato Palestinian terrorists, withdraw their barbarian hordes 
from SJ ,250 to S37,500. But the flesh tax 11 not the only matter of policy. from Eastern Europe. Senator Henry Jackson has 
obstacle to emlpatloo from the Workers' Paradise. The recognized this and has proposed an amendment to the Liberation, anyone? 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
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'Presidents Corrier' 
by John Hayden 
If the present law school grading system hasn't 
been. worth worrying about yet , be patient, it will -
within two years each and every one of you will have 
the opportunity to explain to a sarcastic 
conglomeration of potential employers just what it is 
all about. If you find yourself stammering through 
the sort of explanation that is calculated to make 
you appear in the best light, relax and think about 
· the interviewees before and after you who have done 
or will do the same thing for their best light. 
If it is disquieting that you aren't quite sure what 
the difference between an H and an HD, or what 
separates a Q from an H, at least you can reflect 
calmly on the apparent lack of certainty on the 
faculty's part. I suppose we could circulate a 
notarized copy of memo number 4,319-B which 
purports to clarify a previously existing clarification, 
and present it to potential employers. When the 
laughter subsided we could then try to explain what 
it means. 
In the alternative we could press for a readable 
and clear system that would reveal the quality of our 
work. I favor an A, B, C, D, F perhaps with a plus in 
appropriate ca.ses for outstanding class performance. 
I would also like to see with this system an option 
under which a student could take two or three 
courses on a pass-fail basis. I would reject any return 
to a ranking of class members . 
Such a system has a number of advantages (and 
clearly a few disadvantages for some). It would serve 
to clarify to potential employers where the strengths 
of a student be. It would show a student the same 
thing. It would relate to a system that most faculiy 
could understand and the plus would permit 
' recognition of exc~ptional work. The pass-fail option 
could be used in those courses in which a student 
Continued from page 2 
reaffirms her claim that Nader is "ducking" 
no-fault , and that the solicitation of funds 
by CAS from ATLA Is reportable news . In 
the September 16 issue Marshall wrote that 
a conflict of interest was created, "just as 
ITT .Sheraton's loan of $400,000 did for 
the Republican party." There is no hint of 
apology in the editorial comment Mr. Ross 
cites, and his quoting of a sentence 
wished to try a good :prof'essol\J in a hard course 
without the a,ura of terror that accompanies hard 
work for a tough garden In some worthwhile area. In 
all events 'the implications of any change should be 
considered seriously and soon, and the Court of 
Appeals should be solicited for comment to avoid 
last year's fiasco. 
There is another topic that ought to be raised 
and that Is the present method of funding our 
minority Student Program. 
In an effort to continue ivital program it has for 
two years been necessary for the law schQ.ol to use 
the bulk of availab le work-study money to hire 
minority students in our quasi-BOP program in order · 
to permit them, financially, to attend law school. 
This is necessary because New York State's myopic 
State University Office has not pressed the 
astigmatic legislature to provide funds for minority 
· professional programs. 
The legislature, if it looks at all, has found the 
presence of a program to be evidence of its success 
and, while they settle into a feeling of satisfaction at 
the good deed they believe has been done , it 
becomes even less likely that minority students can 
afford to graduate. The very students who are most 
in need of time to spend on studies must also work 
at a minimum wage for fifteen hours per week, a 
substantial portion of which would certajnly be used 
for class preparation. . 
The legislature and perhaps some officials in the 
Chancellor's office ought to be made aware of both 
the community need for high_ quality minority 
graduates of professional schools, and the needs of 
the students who may fill the void. I'm going to send 
Christmas cards to legislators telling them that I'm 
concerned about their lack of concern. I'd like to see 
some others do the same. 
fragment cannot create one. 
Fact 5 - I, for one, am glad that 
neither of Nader's groups, the Center for 
Auto Safety or the Center ·for Concerned , 
Engineering, accepted the S 10,000 check. 
But I wonder whether they would have if 
Mrs. Young had not written her article. 
Sincerely, 
Otto Marsch 
by Earl Carrel 
Gradually, the academic year is moving on 
and rapidly, · the end of another semester is 
approaching. Also, many of our Alumni are going 
into their winter hibernation. It gets increasingly 
difficult to write a column about our alumni 
without the alumni telling us what they are doing. 
Contributions to this column are always welcome, 
so let us know what's happening. 
The New York State Bar Association 's 96th 
Annual Meeting will be held in New York City, 
Jan. 23-27. The State University of New York at 
Buffalo, School of Law will be holding a luncheon 
for all U.B. Law Alumni' during the week of the 
meeting. Watch your mail for further details and 
if you're going to the NYSBA meeting, we 
encourage you to go to the luncheon too. 
In light of the recent elections across the 
state_and the nation, we'd like to congratulate all 
of our alumni, and there are many, who were 
successful in their bids for public office. If we 
know who you were and what you ran for, we 
would put in little items about everyone. Since we 
only know of a few who ran , and even fewer who 
were elected , Alumni Line therefore gives its best 
wishes to the winners and losers alike. 
Gary H. Hoffman , '72 , of Hamburg, 
associated with the Buffalo firm of Miller, 
Bouvier, O'Connor, and Cegielski died Nov. 26, 
1972. . ' 
We are pleased to note that a full page article 
on the Erie County Jail Counseling Service 
appeared in the November issue of the ABA 
Student Lawyer Letter. 
Elsewhere in this issue there is a continuing series 
on poverty. The Law School needs your financial 
help. Please give to the U/ B Foundation, Inc., 250 
Winspear Avenue, Buffalo, New York. 
by Jay L. Lichtman 
District Attorney: Let me assure you 
we have enough evidence against your 
client to win in court. But we all would 
rather settle it without triaJ , wouldn't we, 
gentlemen? So, if Defendant pleads guilty 
to possession of a weapon we'll drop the 
armed robbery. 
Defense Attorney: I think that's fair to 
all concerned. 
Judge: Next case.
. . . 
This hypothetical dialogue represents 
the phenomenon of uPlea Bargaining" 
which has been estimated to be the form of 
criminal justice employed in 90% of 
municipal cases where a defendant has 
been charged. (A. Blumberg, Criminal 
Justice) Briefly, it thrives for these reasons: 
First, the D.A., being an elected official, 
r\lns ' on ·his record of total a~punt of 
corlvictions, al1d convictions achieved -per 
numlier of cases brought. Plea bargaining 
serves both ends delightfully. Furthermore, 
the other participants of the criminal 
process support its use as well. For 
example, being that only about 2% of the 
200,000 lawyers engaged in private 
practice accept criminal cases "'more than 
occasionally," the accused, mostly 
indigent, are defended primarily by 
assigned counsel and public defenders. 
These lawyers, boina so overburdened, 
..,elcome the possibility of supplying 
defenses with as little energy and time 
ffea Ba~gaining 
expended as possible. (Besides, statistics 
indicate that lighter sentences are 
distributed for guilty pleas before trial than 
guilty verdicts after.) In addition, the 
judges are glad to clear their dockets as 
efficiently, which seems to mean as 
quickly, as possible -:- again, as with 
defense counsel, the problem being an 
overabundance of cases. Hence, the reality 
of Plea Bargaining. 
Those who find this form·of "bargain 
practice" repugnant have offered several 
solutions to the task of ridding the system 
of it: 
Solution one - reduce the number of 
cases. This has been tried on a small scale (I 
believe traffic cases have been .. taken out" 
of regular city co urts in San Francisco}, 
but hardly enough td achieve substantial 
progress. There is an effort being made to 
classify such non -victim crimes as 
·prostitution and gambling no longer as 
"crimes," but it is doubtful whether this, if 
accomplished, would make plea bargaining 
obsolete. 
Solution two ~ increase the number of 
judges and court-appointed attorneys. This 
is highly unlikely considering the current 
squeeze on city and federal revenue. 
Solution three - find a constitutional 
basis for striking it down. In I 970, in 
Brady v. U.S. (397 U.S. 742) the Supreme 
Court held that plea bargainjng, in its usual 
form (as exemplified above), is not 
incompatible with the voluntariness 
requirement of the 5th Amendment. 
Besides, such a solution is unrealistic1 for 
our criminal system would collapse with 
the sudden prohibition of plea bargaining. 
In short , these suggested solutions 
clearly fai l. What is not as apparent, but 
which is far more significant, is why they 
fail. 
The evil of the Plea Bargaining 
phenomenon is not it s existence (for the 
way . our present system operates it is 
mandatory) but of what it is indicative, 
especially in the realm of the prosecutor. 
Our criminal system does not thrive on the 
prosecutor's ability to live up to 
professional standards; instead, it plays 
second fiddle to his attempts at political 
success. The D.A. answers not to a social 
consciousness but to a social pressure -
e.g. , the case of Dr. Sam Sheppard. 
Recently, F. Lee Bailey ( counsel in the 
Sheppard case) has spoken briefly of an 
attempt to rid the American criminal 
sys tem of this politicialization, and, 
.perhaps, make plea bargaining no longer a 
necessity. His proposal is, in general terms, 
an American version of the English 
barrister system. A State-funded 
professional legal staff handling the 
prosecution and the defense has these 
advantages: 
(I) The prosecutor is no longer politically 
motivated but is driven by the necessity of 
performing his legal role with professional 
and social conscioUJness. The D.A.'s office 
is no longer a penonal stepping-stone and 
can become a long-term project of definina 
11criminality" in the best interests of the 
community. (2) The system may now be 
·able to m3ke the police answerable to a 
prosecutor's ethic and under his 
supervision (an admirable quality of some 
of the European systems.) This may be a 
significant step toward sparing the process 
of the plague of police purgery. 
Admittedly, these are only general 
trends and to set out operative Schemes is a 
very different and difficult matter. 
However, what needs to be recognized is 
the urgency to make the prosecutor really 
the People's Lawyer by bringing to him 
legal professionalism enlightened by social 
consciousness. 
the 7:e~gPj?~:n,Tog:::!i.v~:~i..C:
School '72, in an au tomobile accJdont 
in East Aurora on November 2 6 . Mr. 
Hoffman wu ulOCilted with MJDer1
Bouvier, O'Connor & Copelakl. a 
Buffalo firm , and wu waitin& for 
re.suits of this summer's bar exam at 
the time or his death. A paduate or 
Canhtus Hiah School and Boston
~,r~i:,::,;_untved by his parenb 
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Zounds! I never was so 
bethump 'd with words. 
KING JOHN. II , I , 466. 
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Out of the fog, into th e smog, . He walks 
again by night . . Relentlessly. ruthlessly (I 
wonder where Ruth is). . he's ready for 
mystery, he's reudy for adventure, he's ready for 
any.thing ... He's 
Ken Joyce. In th e midst of professors droning 
mantras of code, case and citation to sleeping 
initiates, he injects humor and excitement into 
the mdst unlikely places. Gratuitous transfers. 
Tax. And a remarkable respect for students and 
their opinions. He knows your name. Even in ·a 
cavern like Room 110, Professor Joyce can 
galvanize his class to exciting inquiry into the 
law. And after all , isn't that what it's all about? 
••photos by Belling & Levi 
Turn him to any cuuse ofpolicy, 
The Gordian knot of it he will unloose, 
Familiar as his garter. · 
HENRY V. I, I, 45 . 
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IPOVIERTY IlV 
by Earl Carrel 
Despite denials from journalists and other 
romantics, I don't think anyone can be poor and 
happy. Poor and miserable, yes; rich and happy, 
yes; poor and happy, no. 
A:ctually, you don't have to be rich to 
survive in Buffalo. A married couple can do very 
well in this city on a combined income of $7,000 
a year. A starting teacher earns more than that 
and so do most nurses. If both the husband and 
wife are in school it is not all that difficult for 
them to come close to that figure if both are 
working part time. 
The whole trick is to be careful with money : 
Luxuries are nice, but they are luxuries. If your 
funds permit, you can have some of the luxuries, 
but remember, they are still luxuries. 
Here are some hints about spending wisely 
which can make a difference between being able 
to live decently and being pretty miserable: 
Don' t be ashamed of clipping coupons out of 
the supermarket ads. If you can save a bunch of 
money by shopping a few blocks away from 
where you normally shop, do it. Remember, 
however, it does not pay to hit every special in 
every store, because of all the time and effort that 
is wasted. Also, just because something is on 
special does not mean you have to buy it. If you 
.know you don't need it, don't buy it. 
Statistics have shown that it is more 
economical to shop once a week than to shop 
twice a week or more. If you have a roommate, 
try to combine your food buying and avoid 
duplication. 
There are times when you are better off 
buying a new item which will last several years 
than an old or used item which w II last only one 
year. By spending less in the short run, it may 
cost you more in the long run. Before you buy a 
major item consider this, but don ' t use it as a rule 
Very often you can save a good deal of 
money by buying new merchandise which is an 
irr-egular or a second . Sometimes the 
imperfections are impossible to find. Check and 
ask before you buy. 
Try · to live on what you earn if possible and 
only go to your savings in an emergency. 
Don't be too proud to seek out whatever 
financial aid may be available to you. Look into 
food stamps, unemployment insurance, and 
financial aid. 
It is possible that you may qualify for 
subsidized housing based on your income and 
family size. Call the Buffalo Municipal Housing 
Authority to get information about some of the 
new developments. There are some fairly nice city 
housing projects and some pretty awful ones. If 
you have the opportunity to get into subsidized 
municipaf housing, look at it first and ask 
someone from the Buffalo area before you sign a 
lease or move. 
Try to avoid burdening yourself with future 
obligations if you can help it. This is particularly 
true with loans. Check out the repayment 
schedule before you borrow. 
· Just because you are a Law Student, don't 
be too proud to -take a part time job. It doesn't 
interfere with your school work all that much. 
. All work and no play leads to a pretty lousy · 
existence. Go out once in a while. Even every 
week if you like. There are a lot of free events and 
a Iot of very inexpensive ones. Check the 
University newspapers. 
Perhaps the whole key to living is if you have 
it, enjoy it and if you don' t have it try to live 
without it and don't grow an ulcer wishing for it. 
Law School is only three or four years. It's over 
sooner than you think. Milk it for, all it's worth. 
if you can't ~fford the higher price. 
JOB DISCRIMINATION 
The University of Texas Law Forum of 
November 20 , 1972, contains three 
article~, an editorial and an exchange of 
letters a11eging discrimination in 
employment interviews. The series of 
letters fo llows: 
October 13 , 1972 
Dear Mrs. Brown, 
This afternoon a young man, Mr. 
Gordon W. Houser, from the Houston firm 
of Crain, Winters, Houser & Deaton, came 
to my office to interview m.e for his firm. 
He stated that they were hoping to hire 
one new lawyer, and that he had not 
considered hiring a woman lawyer. He said 
that while he would not mind, some of the 
others might not be agreeable because they 
had a very capitalistic view of practicir.g 
law. 
Mr. Houser then suggested that I send 
him some extra copies of my resume so 
that he could give them to some women 
attorneys he knew in Fulbright , Crooker, 
and I agreed to do so. He then asked to use 
my phone and I left the room. The 
attached page describes the conversation 
heard by Mrs. Hodges, Judge Pope's 
secretary. 
As it is the school's policy to deny 
schQol property for interviewing purposes 
to ihose firms that will not hire women or 
representatives of minority groups, the 
firm of Crain, Win(ers, Houser & Deaton 
should be refused an interview room at the 
law school. I trust. that the Law School 
Plac:ement Committee will take appropriate 
action. 
Sincerely, 
Christine Beachy 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
At approximately 3:45 p.m. on the 
afternoon of Friday, October 13, 1~72, I 
entered my office after having taken 
dictation from Jllstice Pope. I noticed a 
young man using the telephone in our 
briefing attorney's office. Thinking he was 
here to interview our present briefing 
att.orney, Miss Christine Beachy, I stepped 
out of my -office, to tell her he was here. 
· She informed me that he was indeed Mr. 
Gordon Houser and that he had already 
completed his interview, but had asked to 
use our telephone. 
Upoil re-entering my office , I heard 
him comment to someone on ,the 
telephone that the University of Texas Law 
School Placement Office had sent him out 
there to interview a woman. He went on to 
say that, ''That lady in the Placement 
Office is a real women's libber herself; she . 
was trying to talk them into hiring some 
women, but frankly, they were just a little 
too Capitalistic for that." 
(Mrs.) Peggy Hodges 
In response to this complaint an 
informal meeting was held with no stu4ent 
members of the committee present. 
Outlined procedures for dealing with 
grievances were not followed . There was no 
notification to the complainant or the 
employer of the 'hearing', and the 
committee decided to drop the matter. 
In the same issue of the Texas Law 
Forum , ,one student, Jay Solomon, 
reported further incidents of 
discrimination. Last year, the University of 
Belling 
AT 0TltER Scltools 
Texas School of Law had adopted a policy YALE STUDENTS GET CREDIT 
of refusing to make available iis property FOR DRAFTING LEGISLATION 
for interviews by employers who 
discriminated in hiring. The Policy was in Yale Legislative Service, a five;year-old 
response to an El Paso law firm who told a organization at the '(ale University, 
woman applicant that she need not bother contracts the services of its approximately 
interviewing with them because they would 100 students to Connecticut state 
"no sooner hire a woman tha~ a nigger." legislators for researching and drafting 
legislation. State legislators are notoriously 
Mr. Solomon reported that "during the understaffed, unlike members of the U.S. 
course of an interview, representatives Congress and Senate, who can pay expert 
from Jackson, Walker, Winstead , Cantwell ,research peopl~ to put together the bills 
& Miller of Dallas told him that their firm 
would not hire women. 
Another articJe in the Forum dealt 
with an allegedly discriminatory letter in 
which a prospecti,e employer stated: "We 
are only interested in interviewing yol:lng 
men who will graduate in June or August 
of 1973 .. . We plan to hire one , and 
possibly two men . . . Last year we had 
about 50 boys turn out for interview .. . " 
The question rose as to whether the letter 
was in fact discriminatory. One person 
from the Placement Office stated that the 
. word men was used in a "generic sense" 
and that the firm "wants to hire women 
who are interested in practice with their 
firm," concluding that "the placement 
office has worked hard to end 
discrimination, but the placement office 
has nothing to do with who is finally hired 
by a firm." Commefits by law students, "I 
am disgusted with the Placement Office's 
consistently apologetic stand with regard 
to the firms that interview here.", and 
''The Placement ·office should not allow 
law firms who write such blatantly 
discriminatory letters to come here to 
interview." 
they sponsor. · 
YLS offers an alternative to the sloppy 
legislation which is the too-frequent result 
of the legislators' lack of funds. Its 
students, most often from the Law School, 
research the problem, cross-checking 
existing legislation and court decisions, and 
draft the proposed law. The work 
undergoes a I 7-step check by offil"'rs of 
YLS, which they claim is as good as any 
law journal's. 
For their work, students get academic 
credits - up to five, handed out I ,or 2 per 
project - and the legislature gets free 
research and drafting. It is estimated that 
YLS put in 7,000 hours of students' time 
·during the 1971 legislative session, doing 
work on tax, bail bonds, alcoholism, 
nafcotics, schools, the state's department 
of jµstice, wiretapping and juvenile justice. 
Half the YLS's $15 ,000 yearly 
operating budget comes from - the ,Law 
School, and half from the New World 
Foundation, which says it seeks "advocacy 
for the have-nots" through 
"institutionalized projects." , 
YLS has done about 90 projects since 
1967. About one-fifth of Yale Law School 
sfudents sign up. Approllimately 30 
projects are currently underway . 
• • 
••• 
••• •• 
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SPorts Huddle 
by Douglas G. Roberts Coach Teitlebaum signaled a timeout. During. this 
interlude, with his squad gathered around him alongside 
Art Brantell's driveway basketball court was the the bench, the Faculty mentor drew up a hypothetical 
scene of a titanic struggle of basketball leviathans on play on the blackboard. "Follow this play," he told his 
Thanksgiving Day. There, the Basketball Shysters accepted troops, "and you can't go wrong." 
the challenge of the U.B. Law Faculty and engaged the As the clock resumed its ticking, it became apparent 
learned pedagogues in a fierce battle for athletic to the courtside observers that the tide was about to turn. 
supremacy. Lobue Joyce, taking time off from his part-time job as the 
Jo Jo Teitlebaum served as the titular mentor for the Maximus Super salesman for the choice Cheektowaga 
elder agg~egation . After a 30 minute tryout session at - district, passed the ball in to Scooter Katz . Katz, artfully 
Delaware Park , Coach Teitlebaum culled his roster to the 
hegemonic level. Cut were such superstars as Bubbles Girth . 
(too small), Flash G9rdon (couldn't absorb the intricate 
offensive patterns), Mad Dog Manak (refused to don the 
standard white sweat socks), and Red Franklin (had good 
moves to the left with the ball but couldn' t go right) . 
Before Referees Wild Bill Greiner and his sidekick 
Jingles Gifford got the festivities underway 1 Ms. Shirley 
Chaises threw out the ceremonial first ball. Unfortunately, 
Shir)ey's toss went awry and hit the Shysters team captain 
Speedy Porky Tracy in the mouth, incapacitating. the 
student's singular asset. 
From the opening tap, it was obvious that the 
Shysters were the masters. They ran their offensive 
patterns with versatility and elegance. Their defense was 
tenacious and unyielding. However, what impressed the 
assembled sportswriters most was their unintercepted 
display of talent , typified by the boundless flow of players 
coming off the bench to replace the starters. 
The Faculty was able to keep the game close only 
by employing devious · stealth. The reasonable man 
observing the contest could cdme away with but one 
conclusion - a conspiracy existed between the' referees 
and the Faculty to cheat the Shysters out of their just 
triumph . , . 
As the game entered its decisive last minutes , the 
Shysters held a precarious two point lead . At this juncture, 
employing the pick set by Elmore Wenger, drove fiercely 
toward the baske t with reckless abandon. Up, up he 
jumped and as he reached the zenith of his leap , he 
viciously jammed the sphere through the hoop as the 
buzzer sounded. Simultaneously, Referee Greiner's whistle 
screeched. With every eye in the stands peering ever so 
intently down upon him, Referee Greiner signalled a foul. 
However, it was obvious to everyone watching that 
Scooter Katz had not been so much as touched by a 
Shyster _player. An embroilment ensued. Tempers flared . 
The angry Shyster bench emptied as one and beset Mr. 
Greiner. Just as it appeared that fists might fly , Scooter 
Katz stepped between Greiner and one of the Shysters and 
warned the student athlete harshly, 14Look, man, don' t lay 
no boogie-woogie on thf! King of Rock 1n' Roll ." 
Cooler heads prevailed. The Shyster coach, Luther 
Rackley (formerly known as Charlie Pilato) approached 
the other referee, Jingles Gifford. After oral arguments 
from Rackley, Gifford offered his decision. "Unless," said 
Gifford, "you can show that Referee Greiner lacked the 
proper information to make the call he did , his decision 
must stand." Further, he stated, 141 must respect Mr. 
Greiner's expertise on this subject. His decision has the 
presumption of correctness." 
With their administrative appeals exhausted, the 
Shysters conceded and aJlowed Scooter to take his foul 
shot. 
Cooly, the Scooter stepped to the foul line and 
swished the net with the winning point. 
The thoroughly downtrodden Shysters accepted 
their defeat admirabry . Their spirits were uplifted by the 
knowledge that come next winter they 'd have another shot 
at the big boys. They were comforted by the knowledge 
that Al Snyder had turned down lucrative offers to 
practice law and had entered the Mendy Rudolph School 
of Officiating. Coach Tracy issued a sobering warning to 
· the faculty : "Savor your victory while you can, old inen." 
SPORTS NOTES 
The NCAA announced in Kansas City last Tuesday 
that the U.B. Mahjong Team had been placed on a two 
year probation and will be forced to forfeit all its 
1972-73 victories. The reason cited by the NCAA for this 
harsh sanction was that the Mah.jong team had committed 
unfair recruiting practices. 
Coach Harvey Waldheimer denied each and every 
allegation. "Sure we treat our boys nicely ," he 
commented , "but we n~ver promised any one of them 
special trea tment if they came to U.B. Law School." 
The U.B. Mahjong Team ended its five game West 
Coast road trip with a five four and one record. Only the 
' Missoula, Montana Brownie Troop 147 could vanquish the 
squad's super defense. Victories were recorded over the 
Evans , Arizona PTA , the Council Bluffs, Iowa DAR, the 
San Luis Obispo , Calif. John Birch Society Chapter, and 
the Port au Prince, Haiti Marxist Society teams. 
The only unfortunate note of the highly successfu l 
road trip was Coach Harvey Waldheimer's arrest in Juarez, 
Mexico. Waldheimer was apprehended for smuggling 
marijuana into Mexico . 
Anyone interested in assuming the reins as coach of 
the Mahjong team contact Harvey's roommate, Carol 
Simms at 837-0874 or leave a note at locker 254. 
AMTOWAGA_ 
CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS HELD ON LAW SCHOOL 
FINAL EXAMS; STUDENT TESTIFIES. 
by Lucius Q. Paddlefast 
Charley Cheveux, a senior law student at the 
Grimetown Law School, testified in Washington today that 
his group was making plans last year to raze the School 
unless the practice of final exams was discontinued. 
"Our group called itself 'The Abolitionists' because we 
were in favor of abolishing final exams at the Law School. A 
faction headed by me just wanted to secede from the Law 
School, but a more militant faction led by Gunior) Sam 
Sumter prevailed , and it was decided that we would 
bombard the Law School. · 
"The Civil War cannon on the grounds of the Eerie 
County Building directly across from the Law School was 
going to be used as our artillery piece. One night it was 
turned around to face the walls of the Law School, and a 
triangular pile of cannonballs was placed in front of the 
,weapon. Meanwhile, a tunnel had secretly been dug between 
this emplacement and the student lounge in the Law School 
Building, and a crack unit of ex-artillerymen was ready to 
open fire at a signal to be given by Sam Sumter. 
· "At the last moment, however, Prof. Mark Lagger of 
the Law School Faculty heard of our plans and invoked 
estoppel against us. 
·"Lagger argued that violent measures wou_Id . only 
escalate the crisis . He urged us to work peaceably w1thm the 
system to bring about the end of written final exams which 
he professed were _as obnoxious to him. as to most st?dents. 
Lagger specifically proposed that the artillery barrage tdea be 
dropped, and that instead petitions be circulated caHi_ng _for 
termination of final exams. As a concession to the mthtansts 
in out midst, Lagger "suggested that the ~etitions be 
fashioned into paper airplanes, and be hurled m a defi~nt 
fashion whenever an announcement_ was made regarding 
finals." · . 
The testimony was given at the most recent hearing of 
the Paddlefast Committee which is looking into charges that 
final exams constitute "~rue! and inhuman punishment," 
and therefore should be outlawed. 
Paddlefast, a freshman Congressman, was victorious last 
November In his run against Stuart Stutter for the 99th 
Congressional District (Amtowaga). 
Crossword No. 5 
by Jon Kastoff 
ACROSS 
I. Fortune . 
5. Flower 
10.P.M.s. 
14. Cry of Disgust. 
I5. Ex-NFL coach in 
football's Hall of Fame . 
16 . Dutch River . 
17 . William Regan 's domain. 
20. King (Abbr.). 
21. Soccer star from Brazil. 
22. Tease. 
23 . To be (Fr.). 
24. in (Fr.). 
25. Garlic pieces. 
28. Batters . 
3 1. Despoiled. 
32. Asteroid. 
33 . B.C.E., ie. 
35. Ended . 
36. Playgrounds. 
37. Steatl . 
38. Good golf score. 
39. Rave reviews. 
40. Also ran. 
41. Shot a ray . 
43. Early and late . 
44. Hot ___ Houlihan 
45. Fabric. 
46. Man's nickname . 
Answers to No. 4: 
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48'. Igneous rock. 
49 . Craze. 
52. Senior course necessary 
for the bar. 
55 . Escape. 
56. Pours. 
57 . Type of exam. 
58. Ex-head of S.S.S . 
59 . Type of thief. 
60. Ancient Persian. 
DOWN 
I:One of four. 
2. Astringent. 
3. Instrument. 
4 . Mideast nation. 
5. Ires. 
6. Panther Bobby. 
7. Late actress Sharon. 
8. Aisle. 
9 . Translates the law from 
Latin to English. 
10....man or ---· 
I I. Rural deity . 
12 . Tangy. 
13. Concorde's counterpart. 
IS.Chose. 
I9. Dialects. 
23. Eternal. 
24. Daggers. 
25. Harvest yield . 
26. Vichy premier. 
27. Horse or soap. 
28. Biblical name. 
29. Sire . 
30. Scoff at. 
32. ___ County. 
34. Mongrels. 
36. Appears to. 
37 . Vanquished. 
39. Kenyan Olympian. 
40. Fragrant flower. 
42 . Killer . 
43 . Cover up an odor. 
45. Terra - -- · 
46. Walter ___ Mare. 
47. Urn. 
48. Graf ---· 
49. Shoot. 
50. Type of school (abbr.). 
51. Take out. 
S2. Bus corp. 
53 . Discern. 
54. Uncle ---· 
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The fnvironmental Crisis 
by Robert Doren 
COMMENTARIES OF MY JAR OF VASELINE 
We all speak freely of the overcrowded world , 
But le t us not be too anxious, 
Lest we be macroscopic 
And state the problem. 
For now look at the beginning, 
As each problem has one, 
And what of the situation 
. In which My Jar is abused . 
Just as we strike a match 
To ligh t a candle 
And use a poker 
For a fi re. 
All processes have thei r initia tion 
And thus we must halt them in the bud . 
So as phosphates are withdrawn , 
So must we .. . the Vaseline. 
Hence the story is over, but alas not. 
Fo r if we be micro once again, 
The situa tion is clear 
v\ And the circle is, as ever, closed. 
For take My Jar in hand 
And use 1his sage's advice. 
Now just think a moment . . 
Oh yes , My Jar! 
Now what is the source of this problem; 
Just the solution of the other, 
For "everything must go somewhere" . .. 
What do I do with the jar. 
War Crimes -Symposium . 
On Thursday, December 14th, at l p.m., the Distinguished 
Vlsiton Forum, together with the International Law Club, will sponsor 
an Jntemalional War Crimes Forum. Ted Orlin , President of the 
Intematlonal Law Club, has invited Dr. Howard Levie and others to be 
announced. The Forum is' open to all member> of the Law School 
community. 
BullETiN BoARd 
SENIOR COMPOSITE 
Seniors interested in having their pictures taken 
for a composite, see information on bulletin board 
immediately . 
ESSAY CONTESTS 
I. In celebration of the 500th Anniversary of the 
bi r th o f the Po lish as tronomer Nicholas 
Copernicus, the National Advocates Society is 
sponsoring a $ 1,000 essay contest. All law 
students are eligible to partic ipate. The essay 
must deal generally wi th the legal systems 
ex is tin g i n Po l and in the centuries of 
Copern ic us , 15th and 16th. For further 
informa t ion , write to : 
NAS Copernicus Essay Contest 
c/o Edmund A. Godula 
2 No rth Riverside Plaza , 1400 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
The deadline for submission o f the essay is 
March l , 1973. . 
II . The Sec tion of Family Law of the American Bar 
Associa tion is aga in spo nsoring the Howard C. 
Schwab Memor ial Essay Contes t ; subjec t : any 
aspect of family law; open to second and third 
year law students. For further info rmation 
and/or entry forms, write to : 
-Division of Lega l Prac tice and Foundation 
Howard C. Schwab l,lemorial A\l!ard Essay 
Contes t 
ABA Section of Family Law 
American Bar Center 
11 55 Eas t 60th Stree t 
Belling 
CLERK.ING POSITIONS 
Senior clerks who will be leavi ng their jobs Chicago , Illinois 60636 
during the next few months can perform a valuable The deadline for submission of the essay is April 
16 , 1973. se rvice to Junior and Freshman students by urging 
their employers to hire a replacement. The urging 
process may become fa r easier if you offer to refer CLASSIFIED AD 
several well qualified law students to them for a 
Come and hear me, "Mr. Savi no ," freshman Sect. choice, and to tra in your successor by showing him 
3 , with my sorta-jazz group, Thermopylae , at the or her what must be done and where and how to do 
Blacksmith Shop (drink ' or ea t) , 1375 Delaware, it. That sort of help ough t to p lease your employer 
Fridays and Saturdays, so I'll have enough people to with your concern and make it fa r easier for a firm 
get the job permanently. to absorb another person productively . 
BAR REVIEW COURSES 
Plans are now underway fo r review courses fo r Ana ly s is Clini c will be h eld in Buffalo . 
the March and July Bar exams. Representative Charles Nash announces that the cos t 
PU Representative Rosalie Stoll t~ nounce~ that is $60 , and th~ clinic will be available twice to June 
pe rsons taking the July Bar now have the optton o f grads. 
listening to the PU tapes twice : they will fi rst be Marino Bar Review Course will be offe red , too. 
offered January 24 untiJ the end of April , th ree Representative John Anderso n states thai June 
times a week, th ree hours a tape, with a makeup graduates may hear the tapes twice - once du ri ng 
class scheduled for each tape. Beginn ing in June, the the school yeat and again in June. Tapes will be 
new I973 tapes will be played six days a week (th ree played twice a day during the school yea r. The fee 
liou rs per tape), until a few days before the Bar. for Marino is $200, and Mr. Anderson has devised 
Each tape will be played in the morning and th ree payment plans. Tapes will be pl~yed three 
repeated in the evening fo r those 'persons with jobs, times a week. Marino will al so have new books out 
or who wish to listen to them twice. The 1973 to supplement the course. Persons interested in 
13-volume Compendium of New York Law will be signing up for the Marino Bar Review Course should 
available tentatively in early April. Cost of the contact either Anderson or Alan Snyder. 
course is $ 185. Wachtell's .. New York Practice under Bo th Ma rin o and PLJ will b e h av ing 
the CPLR" is available a t half-price, $ 10, to persons concentrated bar review courses in preparation for 
who sign up fo r the tape course. the March bar. Interested persons should contac t the 
For the fi rst time this year, the Kass Proolem representatives. 
NEw· BuildiNG No1E 
• the University Council from 1903 To s tud ents, faculty , and 
to I929 when he moved to alumni of U.B. Law School,Carlos 
The State University of New Washington, D.C. He still maintains C. Alden needs litt le introduction. 
York at Buffalo broke wi th a law pract ice in that ci ty where he A native of Maine, Dean Alden 
precedent to name the new Law h e ld app o intments from six received his LL.B. from New York 
and Jurisprudence Building after presidents. University in 1892. He was 38 · 
the Law School's oldest living Now 98 years old, Mr. O'Brian years old when he came to Buffalo 
alumnus, John Lord O'Brian. still maintains contact with the in 1904 to become a prof. oflaw 
In additio~ to announcing the Law School and is listed on the and Dean o f the Law School. He 
name of O'Brian Hall as the Law Fac ulty ro s t e r as Professor served as Dean until 1936 when he 
Building, the State University Emeritus. reached the age of70.This wasnot 
Board of Trustees, meeting in The late Judge Sears, after the e nd of Dean Alden's 
Albany chose to name the Law whom the Library has been named, association with the Law School, 
Library for Charles 8. Sears and the served on the New York State for he remained on the teaching 
Moot Courtroom after Carlos C. Supreme Court and in the faculty until 19~4. He then was 
Alden. Appellate Division, Fourth honored with the title ofProfessor 
In deciding to honor Mr. Department for a total of24 years . Emeritus . Dean Alden died in 
O'Brian, the Trustees waived their Both he and Mr. O'Brian have 1955 . In naming the Moot 
requirement that buildings be received the coveted Chancellor's Courtroom after Dean Carlos C. 
named after deceased persons. Medal from the University. Mr. Alden, the Trustees are honoring 
An 1898 graduate of the U.B. O'Brian was the recipient in 1940 the memory of the min who for 50 
Law School, Mr. O'Brlan served on and Judge Sears in 1941. yean was the Buffalo Law School. 
by Earl Carrel 
